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ABSTRACT

Article history:

This paper presents a wireless operation to switch on and off the load such as
light, fan and power socket by sending messages via smartphone. The
proposed project is focused on usage of the global system for mobile
communication (GSM) protocol, which enables the user to control loads away
from targeted area using the frequency bandwidths. The concept of serial
communication and Uno microcontroller-commands are being applied
towards development of the GSM based domestic electrical load control using
Arduino UNO system. Besides that, the existing electrical switches that
control the load manually is not being removed and this gives a safer control
over the switches with low voltage usage technique. This system is designed
to control electrical devices throughout the house with easy installation
process, ease of use and cost effective design and implementation.
Additionally, the system has several possibility to help satisfy the needs of the
elderly and the handicapped at houses. Prototype of GSM based domestic
electrical load control using Arduino UNO was implemented and successfully
tested with maximum of five loads such as light, fan and power sockets.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The home automated system is an idea or concept where the system has the ability to conduct task to
initiate or control electrical appliances at home. Since technology rapidly developing, a lot of electrical goods
in the market are found. Therefore, needed more attention to controlling such as by using devices. So that, the
concept of smart home automation in practice is to control the electrical appliance [1]. The popularity of smart
home automation began to increase due to differences in technology started to arise. Previously, people switch
off or on the load only done by manually. In another way, the system will provide assistance for disabled or
elderly individuals when they want to switch on or off the load [2, 3]. After introducing the remote control
people feel very easy to control home appliances by avoiding physically present. In addition, smart home
automation became a more affordable choice for inhabitants and therefore a viable or available technology for
consumers. With the uprising of the prestige of smart home, home networking, domestic technologies, and
other gadgets began to emerge on store shelves. Today’s smart home automation is more emphasize about
smart living, living greener and security. The smart home is sustainable and it ensures that home is not utilizing
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unnecessary energy. In this case, the utility bill will be reduced due to switching offload immediately if not in
use. The current trend in smart home automation includes automated lights, remotely mobile control, remote
video surveillance and receiving notifications of mobile, email and text [4-9]. For the future of home
automation, the prediction or prophecy that the smart home’s future will be added a security system
that can prevent any intrusion or robbery by alerting us with alarm or send any signal to us through smartphone
related application. It will be helpful for decreasing criminal activities and give assurance to people life.
Finally, this home automation system that emerges in this way is providing more freedom and a higher quality
of life to consumers.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A number or researches has been done to control parameters remotely. Aguado M et.al stated that by
modeling the functional behavior and the communication part in the same framework, they are able to detect
failures in the communication link that can affect the railway system performance [10]. Another study by Peng
Wang et.al proposed a system that can provide real-time online observation of the controlling and monitoring
of security, remote temperature as well as fireproof home appliances based on wireless general package
radio service (GPRS) and Internet [11]. Besides, many have also proved the effectiveness of automatic
controlling system using Bluetooth, power line carrier communication (PLCC), dual tone multi frequency
(DTMF), GPRS and GSM [12-19].
Furthermore, there are a couple of activities accomplished territorially by a method for other
undergraduate and specialist in Malaysia with respect to on the voice-related research [20, 21]. Professor
Mahesh N. Jivani, from the branch of Electronics of Saurashtra school, had been produced android cell phone
applications related residential robotization to enhance the estimation of lives via computerizing various
electrical hardware [22]. He transformed into utilized application creator as a cutting edge obvious
programming stage for creating versatile bundles for Android-basically based advanced mobile phones. The
Android wireless Platform transforms into additional and more well known among programming program
designers, on account of its capable abilities and open engineering. It's far a remarkable stage for the genuine
worldwide interface oversee, as it offers a plentiful of sources and right now comprises of various sensors.
The fundamental control framework in home automation makes utilization of a wi-fi Bluetooth device
offers wi-fi access to PDAs turned into another approach completed by University Technology Malaysia
(UTM) understudy, Ahmed Sirajuddin Ahmed Alhaj. He asserts that framework configuration does never again
take away the predominant electrical switches and gives a more secure control over the switches with low
voltage utilization strategy. The switches are synchronized ever where everybody interface exhibits the
advanced present switch notoriety. This contraption is intended to represent electric devices of the living
arrangement viably of introducing it. This structure is planned to help and convey help to fulfill the wants of
the elderly and the debilitated at homes. Besides, the idea of home mechanization framework likewise will
enhance the normal living status at houses [23].
GSM is a flexible correspondence all through the around the world. The GSM famous transformed
into discharged with the guide of ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Institute) in 1989 to clarify
the conventions for the second-period advanced portable system used by cell device [24]. The essential business
organizations had been propelled in 1991 and when its underlying introduction transformed into completed in
Europe, the standard went worldwide in 1992. Because of the reality, GSM has transformed into the greatest
broadly grasped and quickly developing the propelled standard, and it is situated to transform into the world's
advanced cell across the region the use of the GSM idea and hypothesis was been utilized as a part of this task.
In this way, this prompts a venture to deliver a framework that applied GSM innovation as a strategy for manage
the electrical appliances or gadgets in the house. Short messaging system (SMS) is the essential part of the
contribution to the project completion. By utilizing all the above procedure, the project intended to work for
which it can operate the electrical loads and gadgets in the house.
This paper presents a wireless operation to switch on and off the load such as light, fan and power
socket by sending messages via smartphone. The proposed project is focused on usage of the GSM protocol,
which enables the user to control loads away from targeted area using the frequency bandwidths.

3.

METHODOLOGY
This chapter incorporate the progression includes in making the home mechanization framework
utilizing GSM, arduino UNO, transfer driver IC, hand-off and liquid crystal display (LCD) show. It likewise
examined quickly about stream of the framework working begin from sending message until the point when
the move made by arduino uno. Orders, for example, letters in order are utilized for controlling home
apparatuses. Figure 1 shows the system block diagram. As in the figure, the mobile device consists of a
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subscriber identity module (SIM) card of a particular number on mobile phone which communication takes
place. This gadgets communicates through radio frequency with the GSM modem. Cellular users then transmits
SMS for the usage of GSM generation. GSM modem is a hardware component which have capability to permit
SMS from acquire/ ship and from/ to the gadget. The conversation takes place via shield which is basic serial
communication between a microcontroller and a personal computer (PC) or GSM modem.

Figure 1. System operation

Arduino UNO is a common Arduino that uses ATmega328 [25]. It has 14 input / output digital pin,
an oscillator crystal 16 MHz, a power jack, a USB connection, a reset button and an ICSP header [26]. Arduino
gets the message through GSM, it sends the flag to transfers to turn on or off the home apparatuses utilizing
hand-off driver. At the point when the message is sent from GSM module of mobile to GSM module in arduino,
the arduino peruses the message by removing the primary summon from the got message and stores it in a
variable. After this, arduino contrasts the summon and predefined order. On the off chance that the order is
coordinated then arduino sends flag to transfer through the hand-off driver for turning ON and OFF the home
machine and at the same time result is shown on LCD by utilizing fitting charges. Relay interface separate
power supply from loads by activating and deactivating process. Relay is an electrical switch that opens and
closes under the control of another electrical circuit. The switch is operated by an electromagnet to open or
close one or many sets of contacts, in the original form. Because a relay is able to control an output circuit of
higher power than the input circuit, it can be considered, in a broad sense, to be a form of an electrical amplifier.
3.1. Preparation of GSM Module
Before the system works, several steps are done to ensure the smoothness of operation. First, a SIM
card is inserted and locked into the GSM module. GSM is powered up by connecting it to Arduino’s 5V and
GND port. Antenna is connected to the SMA connector and tighten it via rotating the nut. After a minute, a
‘status LED’ in the GSM module blink and connection is established successfully once the LED continuously
blinking every 3 seconds. The most effective baud rate supported with the aid of the modem is among 9600
and 115200 [27]. The modem routinely sets to the baud rate of the primary command sent through the host
gadget after it is powered up. Consumer have to first send “A” to synchronize the baud rate. It is endorsed to
wait 2 to 3 seconds earlier than sending “AT” character. After receiving the “ok” reaction, the tool and GSM
modem are efficiently synchronized. So there may be no want for putting the baud rate the use of instructions.
Make sure the SIM card inserted in module first for support the wanted features and also be credited sufficient
balance in SIM.
3.2. Circuit Schematic
The schematic diagram for this project consist of the components that were used such as Arduino Uno
microcontroller, GSM modem, relay, IC ULN 2003 driver, LCD display, and loads. Figure 2 shows the
schematic diagram of the system. It can be seen clearly the connection arrangement of these components into
and out from the UNO microcontroller in order to control the turning on and turning off loads. Loads in this
purpose are TV, light, and fan. All switches use one relay each.
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Figure 2. Circuit schematic of proposed system

4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The designed prototype intends to demonstrate by sending/receiving the SMS from and to the GSM
modem through user mobile to control the home appliances. Standard set of AT commands controlled the GSM
modem. For the ubiquitous access of appliances, SMS sending and receiving is used and allowing breach to
control at home. The users can control the home appliances system remotely. To change the condition of the
home appliances, it is capable to instruct via SMS from a specific cell. Following paragraph discussed on the
software program evaluation on how the C programming operated and function.
First element is GSM modem and microcontroller become initialized. Secondly, the following mode
layout, “AT+CMGF=1” command was accomplished before sending other command. Following via the SMS
at reminiscence location 1 inside the sim card of GSM modem turned into deleted and GSM modem turned
into prepared to get hold of SMS message from consumer now. As soon as SMS became obtained, the SMS
might be study and check the content whether or not it is correct or no longer. The convenient output to switch
on or off the appliances only can be despatched if the content material do not have any error.
GSM electronic equipment or movable are coupled to the computer/pc and began out a terminal
program (including HyperTerminal on Microsoft windows). Currently first command area unit equipped to
travel into the first issue before user input the command is to check the communication among the pc and GSM
modem/mobile phone to verify that the complete ton is running properly. To carry out a look, truly enter “AT”
command, then it sends lower back the ultimate result code “ok” to indicate that it has received the command
with success. Set up the GSM shield always in standby mode which establishing connection between arduino
to receive the message. The sending message could not be decoded if the Arduino does not communicated well
with GSM. So, GSM failed to get instructions which allow the controller switching the appliances. As an
example, when SMS message sent ‘a’ to the SIM card number on the GSM modem to make relay 1 ‘on’, where
the TV is connected, LCD screen will display as ‘TV is on’. When SMS message sent ‘b’ for relay 1 is ‘off’,
LCD screen will display as ‘TV is off’. Table 1 shows all the settings done in the system.

Table 1. Setting for prototype testing
Input (SMS)
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Output on LCD Display
TV IS ON
TV IS OFF
FAN IS ON
FAN IS OFF
LIGHT IS ON
LIGHT IS OFF
ALL LOAD IS ON
ALL LOAD IS OFF

Output Relay 1 (TV)
On
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
Off

Output Relay 2 (Fan)
Off
Off
On
Off
Off
Off
On
Off

Output Relay 3 (Light)
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
Off
On
Off

5.

CONCLUSION
This system is designed to control electrical devices throughout the house with easy installation
process, ease of use and cost effective design and implement. Additionally, the system has several possibility
to help satisfy the needs of the elderly and the handicapped at houses. Prototype of GSM based domestic
electrical load control using arduino uno was implemented and tested successfully.
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